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Contact
Please contact your Export Sales 
Representative and the Export  
Customer Management Team.

E-mail: lubcustomerclaim@MOL.hu

Sampling
In the country where MOL-LUB has 
subsidiaries, if you would like to have  
MOL LUB staff take a sample from  
the suspect product, please send  
an e-mail to lubcustomerclaim@MOL.hu. 

If you are taking the sample, please inform 
it in our contact above and we will provide 
you a sampling kit, which contains a 1 liter 
glass or additive / grease plastic container, 
a description and protocol of the sampling 
process, and a TNT box and internal 
protective cardboard container. 

Please take a sample at least 1 liter / kg  
from the suspect batch into the MOL-LUB 
vessel according to the sampling  
procedure sent with the complaint ID  
and attach a complete sampling protocol  
and a photograph of the sample.

Registration
Export Customer Management Team 
registers your official claim and  
provides information on the unique 
identification number of the claim  
and the additional steps.

Sending the sample
After sampling, fill the sampling protocol 
and close the 1L sampling bottle or  
grease box and put it into the insert,  
then put into the TNT carton box. 
Please send the sample  
to the following address: 
MOL-LUB Kft. Quality control 
H-2931 Almásfüzitő 
Fő út 21. 

The customer samples are delivered 
for us by TNT free shipping.

Sending customer sample by TNT:
Open TNT website, “MyTNT” function
Please register on the TNT website  
before sending the first sample. 
Enter the sample data:(weight, size, address)  
and please note: recipient pay 
MOL-LUB customer code:  109630 
Before sample sending please make sure  
the ADR scope, based on 14. chapter of MSDS.  
In case of transportation of materials within  
the scope of the ADR, individual packaging  is 
required in which the MOL-LUB  
(adrozsdjak@mol.hu) or TNT Safety Advisor  for 
Transportation of Dangerous goods  
(tel.: +36 (1) 431-3131) can give guidance.         

Please inform MOL-LUB Kft. 
(lubcustomerclaim@MOL.hu)  
after sending the sample to us.

If our colleague is involved in the sampling, 
he will forward the sample to the laboratory.

https://www.tnt.com/express/hu_hu/site/shipping-tools/mytnttwo.html
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5. 6.
Investigation
We are in constant contact with you during 
the investigation phase of your complaint.

You get information about:        
 the arrival of the sample
 the expected time of the investigation
 the result of the investigation
 further necessary measures

Closure of the claim 
We will send you written information  
about the outcome of the complaint. 

If no further action is required,  
the compaint will be closed. 

MOL-LUB Kft.
H-2931 Almásfüzitő 
Fő út 21. 
E-mail: lubcustomerclaim@MOL.hu


